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Abstract- MPLS fast reroute achieves fast protection
switching times ideal for the recovery of real-time
multimedia traffic. The study proposes to guarantee
real-time protection of multimedia traffic by adapting
the Russian Dolls Bandwidth Constraints Model to
allocate bandwidth to multimedia traffic. The Quality of
Protection (QoP) parameters that will be investigated
are protection switching time and the bandwidth
protection amount.
Index Terms—Bandwidth Encapsulation,
reroute, IP/MPLS, Protection Switching
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I. INTRODUCTION
IP/MPLS Communication Networks continue to
experience an increase in real-time multimedia applications
such as Voice over IP (VOIP) and IPTV. Real-time
multimedia applications have stringent quality of service
(QoS) requirements with regard to delay, jitter, bandwidth
and availability [1]. These applications must therefore be
provided with prompt recovery during network failures.
In an IP backbone 10% of failures last longer than 20
minutes, 40% last between one minute and 20 minutes, 50%
last less than one minute [2]. These failures are caused by
factors such as fiber cuts, equipment failures, software
problems and maintenance operations. The occurrence of
these failures makes it necessary to have mechanisms to
recover or protect real-time multimedia traffic during failure
conditions. Service protection or network resilience is
therefore a vital attribute in communication networks.
Service protection guarantees that a network is able to
maintain an acceptable level of service during network
failures. Quick fault detection and fast switching of traffic to
an alternative or backup path is important. Resources in
particular, bandwidth, must be available to accommodate
this traffic during failure conditions.
This research is aimed at providing real-time protection to
multimedia traffic in an IP/MPLS network. An important
factor in MPLS network resilience is the quality of
Protection (QoP). QoP may be defined as the effectiveness
of the failure handling. Two important QoP parameters [3]
are protection switching time and bandwidth protection
amount. These are the two parameters that will be
investigated in this study.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II
discusses MPLS recovery mechanisms. Section III discusses
real-time service protection and how it will be achieved in
this research. Section IV is the conclusion.

II. MPLS RECOVERY
Multiprotocol label switching (MPLS) recovery
mechanisms [4] may be divided into restoration also known
as rerouting and protection switching . In restoration, a
backup path is established when a failure occurs. In
protection switching, the backup path is pre-planned and
fully signaled before the failure occurs. Restoration has
longer recovery times but is more flexible in the recovery
scenarios that it can cover. Protection switching achieves
fast recovery and is therefore suitable for the protection of
real-time multimedia traffic.
Protection switching mechanisms are divided into global
protection and local protection [5].
A. Global Protection
Global Protection is also known as Path Protection. In
global protection, when a node or link fails, the entire path
from source to destination is bypassed when the backup path
is established. The recovery time is hence longer in global
protection.
Variants of global protection include 1+1 protection and
1:1 protection. In 1+1 protection, there is one dedicated
backup path to protect one primary or working path.
Resources on the backup path are dedicated to the protection
of the working path and may not be used for anything else.
1+1 protection is efficient and achieves fast recovery times
but is expensive in terms of bandwidth usage. In 1:1
protection, there is one dedicated backup path protecting one
working path. Low priority traffic may be carried on the
backup path. When a failure occurs on the primary path, the
low priority traffic is pre-empted from the backup path to
accommodate the high priority traffic from the working
path. 1:1 protection can be extended to 1:N protection and
M:N protection. In 1:N protection, one working path is
protected by N backup paths. In M:N protection M working
paths are protected by N backup paths.
B. Local Protection
Local Protection is also known as Fast Reroute. In MPLS
fast reroute only the failed network elements are bypassed.
When a link or node fails, the label switched path (LSP) is
rerouted by the upstream node known as the point of local
repair (PLR) and terminates at the node known as the merge
point (MP). Recovery is done as close to the failed network
element as possible. Two techniques for local protection are
one-to-one backup and facility backup also known as manyto-one.

Local protection achieves fast recovery times hence is
ideal for the protection of real-time multimedia traffic. Real
time applications like VOIP must be recovered within 50ms.
If the Voice packets do not arrive within 50ms there will be
gaps in the conversation. Hence real-time protection must be
provided to prevent conversation gaps and reduce packet
loss. The protection switching time therefore plays an
important role in real-time protection of multimedia traffic.
A shorter protection switching time will minimize the time
during which traffic is lost.
Figure 1 shows a primary LSP A→B→C→D carrying
VOIP traffic. When a failure occurs on the link B→C, node
B redirects the VOIP packets onto the backup detour LSP
B→E→F→C. In order to do this, the point of local repair
(PLR) node B detects the fault and sends the fault indication
signal. When the detour path is established, the restoration
signal is sent by the Merge point (MP) node C and traffic is
redirected on to the detour path. Recovery of the VOIP data
takes place within 50ms thus reducing the delay which
would lead to gaps in the conversation and packet loss.

In a related work, Yao et al [8] proposed a bandwidth
management scheme that allows for bandwidth sharing
among backup paths of different service label switched
paths thus minimising the protection bandwidth.
An IP/MPLS network will be simulated using OPNET
simulation software. Real time service protection will be
provided for single link and node failures using MPLS fast
reroute. The Russian Dolls Model will be adapted to provide
real-time bandwidth allocation for the protection of
multimedia traffic when a failure occurs. Pre-emption of low
priority best effort traffic will be done to ensure there is
enough bandwidth allocated to multimedia traffic. The aim
is to achieve fast protection switching times and achieve
efficient bandwidth usage.
Bandwidth allocation has been chosen because there must
be available bandwidth to accommodate protection traffic
during failure conditions. Therefore if real-time allocation of
bandwidth is done at the time when a failure occurs, service
protection is guaranteed.
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Service providers are faced with the challenge of
providing high availability and reliable services to
customers in accordance with service level agreements.
End users require guarantee that their multimedia and
critical applications will be protected during failure
conditions. The solution proposed by this research will
prove the consistency and merits of these network
resilience approaches and will therefore be very useful.
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